The Multidisciplinary Engineering Division (MULTI) invites abstracts on subjects of interest to those involved with multidisciplinary engineering programs and the promotion of multidisciplinary approaches in engineering education. Multidisciplinary is interpreted here in the broadest sense to include education-related scholarly work that integrates various engineering disciplines as well as the sciences and liberal arts. MULTI accepts abstracts from a wide breadth of researchers, educators, and practitioners.

There are two types of submissions: Complete Paper or Work-in-Progress Paper (WIP).

- **Complete Paper**: The criterion for a Complete Paper is that it represents, at the time of draft paper submission, work for which available results can be analyzed to yield supported and significant conclusions. Complete Paper submissions may be reassigned to WIP if they are judged to fall under the WIP criteria.

- **Work-in-Progress Paper**: Work-in-Progress papers report on work that is in the process of study and/or implementation for which results will not be available by the time of draft paper submission, for studies that are as yet inconclusive, and for studies at an early to intermediate state for which authors are seeking feedback from the community. A submission of this paper type **MUST** have a title that begins with “Work-in-Progress:” with the colon separating the WIP phrase from the remainder of the title. WIP papers may be assigned to a poster presentation session to allow authors to maximize the opportunity to have extended conversations regarding their ongoing research.

Subjects of particular interest include, but are not limited to, the following:

- The structure and effectiveness of multidisciplinary engineering programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels
  - Best practices for accreditation and assessment
  - Perspectives of program constituents, particularly employers
- Curricular designs that incorporate multidisciplinary aspects, particularly recent innovations that address the following:
  - Student learning related to ABET outcomes and multidisciplinary teams
  - Evaluation of on-line and non-traditional programs and courses
- Multidisciplinary engineering course design, implementation, and assessment
  - Multidisciplinary capstone design experiences
  - Multidisciplinary service-learning courses and experiential learning approaches
  - Nano-technology courses and curriculum
  - Manufacturing emphases, particularly on additive manufacturing, that are multidisciplinary
  - Robotics and mechatronics courses and projects
- The impact of multidisciplinary experiences on student development, particularly on learning, self-efficacy, diversity, teaming, and the ability to innovate
  - Multidisciplinary courses that promote inclusiveness of under-represented groups
  - Extracurricular student projects and contests in multidisciplinary engineering
  - Innovative uses of emerging technologies in multidisciplinary teaching
- Integration of engineering and the liberal arts
  - Best practices in fusing liberal arts and engineering in curricular and co-curricular activities
- Assessment of current liberal arts and engineering curricular and co-curricular activities with emphasis on retention of students and ABET outcomes
- Innovative approaches that intentionally promote development of professional, non-technical skills
- Efforts on and studies of integrating engineering with general education
- Current technological problems that necessarily require multidisciplinary approaches, including global sustainability, energy production and distribution, and other grand challenges.

Submission deadlines will be announced on the ASEE website. Questions regarding abstract and paper submission may be directed to the Multidisciplinary Engineering Division Program Chair:

Dr. AJ Hamlin (ahamlin@mtu.edu, 906-487-3047)
Sr. Lecturer, Department of Engineering Fundamentals
Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931